Using tools from dynamical systems and systems identification we develop a framework for the study of decomposition of human motion. The objective is understanding human motion by decomposing it into a sequence of elementary building blocks, which we refer to as movemes, which belong to a known alphabet of dynamical systems: We develop classification and segmentation algorithms with error analysis and we test them on human drawing data.
Introduction
Building systems that can detect and recognize human actions and activities is an important goal of modern engineering. Applications range from human-machine interfaces to security to entertainment. A fundamental problem in detecting and recognizing human action is one of representation. Our point of view is that human activity should be decomposed into building blocks which belong to an "alphabet" of elementary actions; for example the activity "answering the phone" could be decomposed into the sequence "step-step-step reach-lift", where "step", "reach" and "lift" may not be further decomposed. We refer to these primitives of motion as movemes. Our aim is then to build an alphabet of movemes which one can compose to represent and describe human motion similar to the way phonemes are used in speech. The word "moveme" intended as primitive of motion was invented by [Z]. They studied periodic or stereotypical motions such as walking or running where the motion is always the same and therefore their movemes, like the phonemes, were repeatable segments of trajectory. [7] studied motions that were parametrized by an initial condition and a target. They proposed that movemes ought to be parametrized by goal and style parameters. Their moveme models axe phenomenological and non-causal.
In [4] the authors defined movemes in terms of causal dynamical systems and developed an elementary offline segmentation algorithm for 2D motion, based on an alphabet of two movemes, and activities composed at most of two movemes. In this paper we attempt to develop off-line classification and segmentation algorithms, which, based on an alphabet of movemes, find the sequence of switching times between movemes and their class in a trajectory composed by a sequence of an unspecified number of movemes. The dynamical s y s tems representation for describing human motion and the segmentation idea are not novel, some sample citations include [13, 11, 121. Our contribution lies mainly in the detailed treatment of the error of the algorithms proposed, which is possible thanks to the dynamical systems framework used.
In Section 2 we recall some basic definitions and introduce the classification problem. In Section 3 and 4 we set up the segmentation problem. The problem of segmenting data streams originating from different unknown or partially known processes which alternate in time is a general problem of interest to various areas, see for example [S, 9, 61. We propose a solution to the problem in our particular scenario in which each one of the segments has been generated from the perturbed version of a linear dynamical system belonging to a finite known set of possible linear models. By using system identification techniques [lo, 141 and pattern recognition techniques [l, 151 we develop an off-line segmentation and classification algorithm and provide an analytical error analysis. In Section 5 we show the results of the algorithm on the segmentation and classification problem of human drawing data. 2 
Dynamical Definition of Moveme
We recall in this section a relaxed bersion of the definition of moveme already presented in [4] , we introduce the model class, and we set the classification problem. for U I t U and
Definitions and properties
(ii) the sets C' and C2 are non empty, bounded, and have trivial intersection, i.e. C' nC2 = {0}.
Each of the elements of a set M of mutually dynamically independent model sets is called a moveme.
In this paper, we choose our model class M and input U as asymptotically stable linear systems driven by a unit step input with full state output:
where
with T(Alb) = A . The solution is unique because of trivial intersection between sets as specified in (3). The following section addresses the same classification problem when z(t) has been generated by a perturbed version of system (1).
Classification P r o b l e m
Let the signal z ( t ) be generated by 
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In this section we have recalled the definition of moveme and introduced the classification problem. In the next section we use these notions t o develop the segmentation algorithm.
3 Problem S t a t e m e n t Consider the sequence of systems for i = 0, ..., 1
with x E E", Ai E RnXn an unknown matrix whose value can take place in the set of known Hurwitz matrices {AA, ..., AT}, which are centers of the sets defined Figure   1 , where we report the candidate segmentation time T , the switching time T ; , the portion of signal under study composed by the sequence of two movemes (solid line between to and T), the estimated trajectory (dashed line). We define the parametric error at time T as the approximation error at time T as and the transition factor is defined as
( T , t o ) i + i (~, t o ) , with i ( t 0 ) = ' ( t o ) . This situation is depicted in
where AT is a positive constant depending on perturbation level that will be determined later. Our choice for the function to be maximized is r+aT .
. q J i , &\,; ,
where a is an arbitrarily small positive constant to prevent the denominator from being zero. By maximizing function W ( T ) we look for the value of T that has small approximation error, small parametric error, and a high transition factor. Expression (11) involves integration over time AT to attenuate the effect of noise and its expression for system (7) is obtained by letting
In such a case we find that T r (~i ) 2 (1 -pa)/:! and for 7 # Ti, D ( T ) = 0. The idea of the transition factor term is to preserve this property as much as possible in the perturbed case so that all the times T~+ A T 5 T 2 T~+ I -AT and t o < 7 5 7 i -A~ are penalized with respect to time 7;. We also choose to minon the parameter estimates. Alternatively, one could constrain the estimates A to lie in a ball around Ai, but We do not know the value of A; a priori, we just know that it belongs to a set of possible valyes. Therefore we decide to minimize the distance of A from the closest point A j at time T according to a Gaussian metric.
l l~~~~~l l l l~~~~~l l -where we define
T -7 , -
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The interconnection condition gives a bound on the discontinuity in the trajectory's derivative at the switching points. We wish to obtain con. ditions on noise level and parameter uncertainty that allow off-line determination of the sequence of times { T I , ..., n -~} and the sequence of matrices {Al, ..., Ai} from the observation of state ' , If we have a good 2.2 SO to solve the classification problem in each interval between two switching we thus focus our attention on the segmentation part of the prohlem. we use an iterative approach in which at each iteration we look for the maximizer of a function defined on Ito, t M ] where tM = TI and to is a starting time which coincides with T~ at the first iteration. We want to show the maximizer of such function falls in an interval I around the first switching time encountered after t o ; moreover this interval should shrink down to the switching point when noise and parameter uncertainty go to zero. To define such a function we define three quantities for system (6) : the approximation error, the parametric error, and the transition factor at guess of the switching times, then we can apply Lemma imize eP(T, t o ) so t' reduce the effect Of perturbation 4 
M a i n Result
Consider the sequence of dynamical systems, for t E [TO,TI] , switching at unknown times {TI, . . . ,~l -~} defined in (6) . We make a number of assumptions on the nominal system (7) and its perturbation: [to,?,] is equal the class of ath segment generated by system (6) .
The proof of this theorem relies on the following lemmas. In what follows we omit the dependence on to.
Lemma 4.1 Consider system (7) . There exists kl > 0 such that
-L e m m a 4.2 Consider system (7) and ea(T) as defined in (lo) with A = kp(z+z2 +z3 +a +a2 + -8, ) and E = k,(a + z2 +;i3 + z4 + X+T2 + a3 + ;i" + P).
Lemma 4.5 Let the transition factor be given by (11) for system (6) represents a Gaussian distribution of the approximation error around a mean value that can be obtained by processing part of the data. The parametric error Ep takes into account also possible non-spherical shapes of the distribution of the parameters around the centers. Using the same notation as used for defining ep it can be written as term S ( T ) satisfies the properties described in Remark 4.1, which can be used to include additional information other than that derived from the dynamical parameters. Its choice will be described in the experiment section. Since pauses occur for the drawing tasks described in the next section and must be taken into account by the algorithm, we introduce p(7) = k/(pause length). Such a term penalizes segments containing pauses, which are not supposed to take place in a moveme.
The time to that is the starting point of each iteration is obtained as explained at the end of the proof of Theorem 4.1. The way we implement this is by taking into account that the end of each segment reaches a steady state with poor amount of signal. We estimate the length of the signal after i, that has a poor content of information: this gives an estimate of the time interval we have t o add to i; in order to'find a point to which lies in the following segment. where we recall that TO and TI are the starting and ending points of the data stream. Note that the number 1 of segmenting points does not need to he known a priori, only tl = t~ is supposed to be known.
Experimental Results
To test our approach, we studied a 2D drawing task in which a set of shapes were drawn by five different subjects using a computer mouse.
Experimental setup
Our subjects drew using the XPaint program on a PC running Red Hat Linux 7.2 with a screen measuring 1600 x 1200 pixels and a working window of 700 x 500 pixels. The user left the trace of the trajectory in the working window only when the left mouse button was pressed. For acquiring z and y time traces we implemented a C routine which was activated in the background at the beginning of each experimental session and sampled the (z, y) position of the pointer everywhere on the screen at the rate of 100 Hz and a spatial resolution of one pixel. The routine makes use of XWindow libraries and captures the pointer position through the function "XQueryPointer" which is called by a timer every 10 ms and gives the coordinates in pixels with respect to the upper left corner of the screen. Every 30 minutes the data was saved into files by means of a parallel process. The data so obtained consists of an array with three columns containing time, z position at that time, y position at the same time. The time interval between one sample and the following one turned out to be mostly constant except for slight variations every once in a while due to higher priority of other processes. In order to have constant sampling time the data was processed through an algorithm that linearly interpolates data in the regions in which the time interval is not exactly 10 ms. Pixelization of the coordinates does not heavily affect the data since the trajectories under study are usually more than 50 pixels long.
We defined 4 different drawings by means of prototypes: car, sun, ship, and house. Each of the 5 subjects was shown the prototypes and was asked to reproduce them on a 700 x 500 pixel canvas; the dimensions of each drawing could be chosen arbitrarily according to the ones with which the user was more comfortable, the only specification was to reproduce the prototypes with as high fidelity as possible in a reasonable amount of time. Each subject drew 10.20 examples for each shape. In order to accomplish each drawing task the user had to perform a sequence of actions such as "reach a point A" and "draw a line up to point B".
These actions are the ones that we will consider as candidates for being elementary motions and then defining a pair of movemes. The idea is then to use the result of Theorem 4.1 so as to find the sequence of reach and draw movements that the user did in order to accomplish the task and the switching times between one and the other.
Classification
To.obtain reach and draw dynamical parameters according to model (21), 140 examples of reach trajectories were captured from a video game implemented in MATLAB 6.0, and 140 examples of draw trajectories were segmented out from cars and houses of 2 of the subjects. By proceeding with standard pattern recognition techniques (see [l] for example), we trained a Gaussian classifier on this data. Since our data set contains also circular shapes like the wheels of the cars, we also introduced a circle class beyond the reach and draw classes. The dynamical model by which we represent such a class is the coupled version of system (21):
so that we have .8 parameters .for classification. We considered additional parameter that is the value of w / T where w is the principal frequency estimated and T is the duration of the trajectory: we expect for a circle that to he about 2n. We then trained a Gaussian classifier in R9 on a training set composed of 101 examples derived from the wheels of the cars. The cumulative training and testing errors for the three-class classification problem are respectively 3.4% and 4.6%, when testing was performed on a test set (deriving from different subjects) of 323 additional reach examples, 118 additional draw examples, and 124 examples of the wheels of the cars and suns of two other suhjects. These classification errors increase if we choose dynamical models different from model (21) for reach and draw: we tried first, second, third and fourth order coupled and decoupled dynamical systems, and in all the cases the classification performance was worse.
This justifies the choice of (21) to represent reach and draw movemes.
Segmentation algorithm performance
We implemented the proposed segmentation algorithm in MATLAB on the data acquired as described in the previous sections considering a number of three movemes: the reach, the draw, and the circle movemes.
For improving the performance we introduced in the expression of W given by (22) the term s ( T ) , which takes explicitly xy coupling information into account. The need for introducing this term comes from the fact Since in onr data set some squares (windows of the houses) have rounded angles and look very similar to circles, we obtained a slight performance improvement by introducing a higher level step in the algorithm, in which we decide if a segment detected as a circle is more likely to be a square. At each iteration in which a circle is detected, to decide if the data segmented as a circle is more likely to be a square, we run the segmentation algorithm again on that data without the circle classifier (that is by assuming that the data is a sequence of reaches or draws or both). Then if the algorithm segments it into a sequence of draws, we compute the likelihood of each draw that has been detected as the product exp (-(eo(T$e~)*) exp(-Cg(.r)), which is the part of (22) that quantifies how good the detected segment is as representative of its class. We then average ~ the likelihood of all the detected draws and compare it to a threshold obtained by preprocessing some of the squares and some of the circles (about 10 examples each). This higher level process does not affect performance drastically, but turns out to be helpful in 3-4 cases in which the windows of the houses have not evident corners. For minimizing the algorithmic time, we set t M a priori to be to plus the maximum duration of a segment that in our case turned out to be 500 time steps.
The algorithm takes as input the signal (~( t ) , y ( t ) ) and gives as outputs a sequence of segmentation points and the classification of the trajectory between two detected segmentation points. The algorithm performance was computed by assuming a ground truth: we expected to detect a segmentation point at the beginning and at the end of each moveme and also we expected each one of them to be properly classified. Then the algorithm error was computed as the sum of classification error (i.e.? a trajectory which is correctly segmented but wrongly classified) and segmentation error (i.e., a trajectory which is over segmented, or a missed segmentation point). An estimate of such an error was computed on segmentation results on cars, ships, houses sequences deriving from two subjects each. The error estimate is reported in Table 1 , which was obtained by counting the total number of segmentation points detected (denominator) and the number of segments that were clearly mis-classified or mis-segmented (numerator). 
The average error is about 10.5%. We report some pictures ( Figures 3, 4, 5) , which show the segments classified as reach, the segments classified as draws, the ones classified as circles and the unclassified ones. The little circles represent the segmentation points that the algorithm found. 
Categorization
To illustrate a possible usage of the output of the segmentation algorithm, we want to recognize what is the category (car, house, ship) of a certain drawing based on the number of reach, draw and circles that according to the segmentation algorithm composes it. To this aim we associate to each sequence corresponding to one of the three shapes the vector of natural numbers ( R , D , C ) T , which are the number of reaches, draws and circles detected. We then train a Gaussian classifier with the ( R , D , C)T vectors of 15 cars (as drawn by one subject), 9 houses (from two subjects), and 4 ships (from two subjects), and obtain 0% training error. The test is performed on the remaining 53 ships (from three subjects), 36 houses (from three subjects), 31 cars (from two different subjects) and we obtain 5.4% test error, which is quite small since we based our discrimination just on the basis of the number of movemes and not on their order.
Conclusions
We have addressed the classification and segmentation problems and proposed an algorithm with error analysis. The experimental results show that the segmentation and classification performance of the proposed algorithm is about 90% on our data set. We finally show, with an example, that the output of the segmentation algorithm can be used to solve higher level tasks like discriminating between activities composed by movemes and found an error on our data set of about 5% when using a simple-minded recognition strategy.
Future directions include the exploration of 3D motion of the human body, generalization of the current algrithms, to the on-line case, and set up a possible solution to the prediction problem. We are also interested in exploring the use of dynamical event constraints to improve the quality and robustness of segmentation and classification algorithms. For example we know that in the sequence "step-step-reach-lift" for answering the phone, it is not possible to lift the phone before having reached it. These kinds of constraints could be embedded in a model which gives a structure to the way in which movemes are composed. Future theory directions include the observability and estimation problems of hybrid systems.
